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Certification in Digital                 

Learning Experience Design
(4 Days)

Certification in Digital Learning Experience Design

How will this course benefit you?
• Discuss the principles of effective learning designs and experiences
• Match the learning needs with appropriate learning designs
• Analyse the learning needs using the Action Mapping process (pioneered by Cathy Moore)
• Identify activities and content to support the learning needs
• Script effective learning experiences using the Context-Challenge-Activity-Feedback (CCAF) 

approach (pioneered by Dr. Michael Allen)
• Create storyboards as design proofs with a rapid authoring tool

Who should attend?
Professionals who have been using authoring tools, LMS or other digital learning tools for 
eLearning content development, including training managers, instructional designers, trainers, 
product managers, and marketing and communication professionals, lecturers / tutors; and wish 
to deepen their learning design skills to produce more effective learning experiences.

Contact Us

Chai Lee Fung

Our Trainers:

What are highly effective learning experiences? What does it take to make learning experiences 
Meaningful, Memorable and Motivational - the 3Ms? Join us for a 4-day exploration of key 
learning experience design principles; and see how your ideas take shape through a rapid 
authoring tool. This workshop blends digital design with learning experience design, and helps you 
develop a working prototype through an actual project experience.  

Low Kit Yee, PhD
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Activities and Experiences

Action Mapping with Oil and Gas Companies Workshops held in eLearningMinds Centre @ Puchong

Training Outline

Introduction

What Makes Good Learning Experiences?
• What’s Not Working in eLearning?
• 3M Learning: Meaningful, Memorable, Motivational 

Experiences and the Seven Magic Keys
• Review and Discuss: Types of eLearning Designs

Building Blocks of Learning Design
Instructional Systems Design Models: ADDIE vs SAM

Analyse Training Needs: Start It Right with Action Mapping
• Develop Learning Goals (and objectives)
• Identify What People Need To Do (activities) 
• Ask Why They are Not Doing It (uncover real training needs)
• Identify Activities and Supporting Content (avoid content 

dump)

Practice: Action Mapping

Review and Discussion

Components of a Learning Event
• Scenario-based eLearning

➢ Designing Scenario-based Learning using 
Context-Challenge-Activity-Feedback (CCAF) 
Framework
➢ Review CCAF Scripts

Practice: Tell Your Story with CCAF

Review and Discussion

DAY 1
Introduction to Learning Experience Design and Action Mapping

DAY 2
Plan the Learning Event – Create Effective Learning with CCAF

DAY 3
Design with Storyboards

Storyboarding Basics and Best Practices

Components of a Storyboard
• Narrative Text, Media Selection, Layout and User 

Interface Design, Navigation Structure, Instructions

Practice: Storyboarding

Review and Discussion

DAY 4
Mini Case Study Project*

• Conducting a Needs Assessment to Recommend 
Appropriate Design Solutions and Strategies using 
Action Mapping Process and CCAF Approach

• Design Storyboards as Visual Proof of Design Ideas

*Submission of storyboard with a short report 
within 2 weeks after the workshop

Pre-workshop Activities 
(2 weeks before the workshop)
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Trainer’s Profile

Trainer’s Profile

Low Kit Yee, PhD has more than 5 years of experience in the Higher Education 

industry. She is currently the Instructional Designer at Universal IT Solutions.       

In this role, she creates and contributes to the creation of instructional materials 

with the goal of enhancing skills, knowledge and attitudes that can be measured. 

Prior to her current position, she was the Senior Executive of Academic Quality at 

Sunway College where she handles the academic development aspects of         

Pre-University Programmes. Her past experiences include new technologies and 

innovation in Medicinal Chemistry and Metabolic Syndrome; teaching and 

learning technologies and practices in Higher Education industry. She has a PhD   

in Medicinal Chemistry and a background in Teaching and Learning. Her interests 

include developing teaching and learning objects and experimenting with new 

applications for eLearning.

Trainer’s Profile

Chai Lee Fung has over 20 years of professional experience as a digital learning 

experience designer and digital product developer for a range of industries 

across training and education; digital news and media publishing. In the recent 

years, Chai has been Head of Product Development at Pearson Education; 

consulted with clients to design a social learning platform; develop learning 

design strategies for a client to help win a major Technology-enabled Learning 

project in Singapore; and consulted with a top university in Singapore to measure 

the impact of their social learning platform.

Chai has written several online courses and was an associate lecturer for SIM 

University (now Singapore University of Social Sciences) and for 5 years, she 

lectured on the subject of Multimedia Project Management.

Chai was a speaker for LearnTech Asia 2016 where she also led a learning 

workshop. In 2017, she chaired two learning sessions for Learning Technologies 

Asia conference held in Singapore. As a digital learning experience designer, Chai 

is passionate about helping people make the transformation from content to 

experience design.

About eLearningMinds:

eLearningMinds is a group with strategic partnerships from different countries experienced in 
providing eLearning content solutions for organisations in the private and public sectors. The 
group includes Universal IT Solutions Sdn Bhd (UIT) – Malaysia and strategic partnerships with 
Beijing ECell Technology - China, Systronic - Indonesia, eLearningMinds Singapore - Singapore 
and Source Learning - Thailand.

Service offerings include designing and developing practical, effective and affordable learning 
solutions to our clients in consultancy, eContent development, tool-based training and 
skill-based training. In addition, eLearningMinds provides coaching and consulting services 
to enable DIY eLearning initiatives  to you and your organisation.


